CHAPTER IV

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

This Chapter is the culmination of the research. It explores data as its reported finding. It purpose to answer every questions stated on the research problems of Chapter I which are strongly associated with the related theories of Chapter II. The findings have passed the data source criteria based on Chapter III. As the previous chapter describes, swear words that appears more than one time needs to be performed as long as the purpose of swear word is different.

4.1 Finding the Data

The writer analyzes terms of Javanese swear words that appears in Facebook by using Javanese table. The writer analyzed the Javanese facebookers post then classified it into the table of categories of Javanese swear words based on the contents by Liedlich (1973: 108). The use of Liedlich classification is with consideration of classification terms related to findings:
Table 4.1. The categories of Javanese Swear Words table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>The categories of Javanese swear words.</th>
<th>The swear words</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Copulative terms</td>
<td>K<em>ntu or J</em>nc*k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Excretory terms</td>
<td>T<em>l</em>k or Tai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Name of Certain Scary Creature</td>
<td>Setan or Iblis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Sexual irregularities terms</td>
<td>Lonte, Kimcil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Animal terms</td>
<td>Asu or su, b<em>j</em>ng*n, ketek or celeng.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Body Terms</td>
<td>Ndas, lambe, rai, untu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Others terms</td>
<td>Gatel or nggateli</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.1.1 The Categories of Javanese swear words

The first part of the analysis discusses the category of Javanese swear words found in Javanese facebookers. The findings are put into tables to be further analyzed in terms of its classification. The Javanese swear words clipped from Javanesefacebook as a communicative event are various.

4.1.1.1 The Swear Words in “Copulative Terms”

Copulative terms come from the terms ‘couple’ which means: a combination of two people (man and woman) united by
marriage, and also having united in sexual intercourse Liedlich (1973).

The words ‘k*ntu’ or ‘j*nc*k or c*k’ are the other words for having sexual intercourse in Javanese words. In English, the examples of this kind of swear word can be found such as ‘fuck’, ‘fuck you’, or ‘get fucked’. In this section, the writer did not find the word ‘kentu’, but the writer find some the word ‘Jancok or cok’. Some examples of these copulative terms in female facebookers status are as follows:

(1)“c*k dolor G*T*L.A koen ikuw teko” ngeplak ndas kku..
   #aassssuuuuuuiiii>_<>_<”
   (Fuck, you are the damn brother, came suddenly hit my head...
   #doooggg>_<>_<)
   (Taken from Athiikz Chiieey Vyanistyy posted, November 26, 2013 at 12:00 PM)

   This post is one of the examples of copulative terms, the female facebookers use “c*k” in her post, c*k word is kind of copulative terms, if in English c*k same with fuck. There are some other examples about copulative terms.

(2) “c*k… asu.i>_<>_<
   (Fuck…. Dog>_<>_<)
   (Taken from Athiikz Chiieey Vyanistyy posted, November 26, 2013 at 01:00 PM)
The second example still from athiikz post, she use copulative terms again in her post, but she combine the copulative terms with animal terms, we can see in her post, she uses c*k word and she combine with “asu”, asu is name of animal word in Javanese language, but asu word can be swear words if the speaker use this word with strong emotion. The writer find out many post that used copulative terms, the third example from Echa Agustin’s facebook.

(3) “Sumpah! Mangkl aku c*k!
(Swear! I am very angry, fuck!)
(Taken from Echa Agustin post, April 25, 2014 at 12:40 AM)

The third example from Echa post, she also use c*k word in her post, she use this word, because she want to show that she very angry with someone, but in her post she not combine the copulative terms with other terms, different with the second example that combine the word with other word in other terms.

(4) “meztii lekk wez puegel kudu moreng2 onok ae sengg gudo :3 #j*nc*k_kogk>_<_
(Always when tired want to get angry, there are who tempt, Fuck!)
(Taken from AthiikzChiieeyVyanistyy posted, Mei 07, 2014 at 06:00 PM)

The fourth example, the writer find out this post different with other post, this post the female faceooker not write c*k but she write with complete word “J*nc*k”, she write complete word,
because she want to show that she very angry and tired. In her post she also not combine the copulative terms with other terms.

(Taken from post in facebook’s wall)

From Fourth examples we can see that the Inthe female facebookers used ‘J*ne*k’ or ‘c*k’ (Fuck), these words is part of swear words in copulative term. These words immediately describe that someone strong emotion, like angry, sad, and disappointed. two female facebokers combine the copulative terms with other terms, such as animal terms, but in other post, two female facebokers not combine the copulative terms with other terms, she just use c*k word in her post and not combine with other words. From these examples we can see that not all female facebokers combine one term with other terms.

4.1.1.2 The Swear Word in “Excretory Terms”

The second classifications of Javanese swear words found in facebook appear by exposing excretory term. According to Pinker, (2007: 350). Bodily effluvia, in this way is used in fecal term (excretory terms)

This term ‘excretory’ comes from ‘excrete’ which means to separate and eliminate the solid waste matter or the bowels from our body through the anus
The words ‘tai’ or ‘telek’ (shit) are the other words for ‘excrete’ which means to separate and eliminate the solid waste matter or the bowels from our body through the anus. The examples of the excretory terms are as follows:

(1)“Gagk Lanang2an, gagk Ta*k2an, Gagk mboh2an! ,gawe opo meker Lananga’an NgGaraii sUmpekk!”
(don’t thing about boyfriend, shit!, what for thinking boyfriend if just make depression)

(Taken from AkhuCynkDiae posted, Mei 05, 2014 at 05.00 PM)

The first example the writer find from AkhuCyankdiea post, she use “Ta*k” word in her post, she use this to show that she very disappointed with a man. “Ta*k word is kind of excretory terms, this words same with “shit” in English swear words. The writer also find other example about sexual irregularities terms.

(2)“Corr ta*k! spda kate tak gawe tambah di gawe’e -__,- pengen dolen loh sumpek nang umah truz ;(“
(Damn, shit! I want to use the bike, but you also use it, I want to go play, I depressed if I always at home)

(Taken from AthiikzChiieeyVyanistyy posted, July 27, 2014 at 6:24 PM)

The second example from athiikz post the writer find “ta*k” word again, but in the second example different with the first example, in the second example, she combine the excretory terms with other terms, the other terms is ‘cor’ or in English swear words “damn”.


In this term, female facebokers used ‘taek’ to swearing in their post, this word is a part of swear words in excretory terms. We can see two example above. They used these words for describe someone who was make them disappointed and angry, in example we can see the first example the female facebookers just use the excretory and not combine with other terms, but the second example different, the female facebooker combine the excretory terms with other terms, the other terms like Damn word.

4.1.1.3. The Swear Words in “Name of Certain Scary Creature”

The terms come from ‘name of certain scary creature’, such as ‘Setan’ or ‘Iblis’ (Devil), in English these words is not swearing, but based on Javanese culture is the representation of vice and scary physical appearance. It means that devil is association for someone with both ugly face and immoral. The example of the sexual irregularities terms are follows:

(1)“Wezst ibliss… orep sisan!!, Nek ngilok’no angger njeplak ae … Munafikk Raimuu Suh! #ibliss_orep!”

(Devil!, still live, if mock always direct open the mouth, hypocrite your facedog! #Devil_live!)

(Taken from AkhuCynkDhea posted, Mei 08, 2014 at 07:15 PM)

The female used ‘iblis’ in their post, ‘iblis’ (Devil) is a part of name of certain scary creature. They used this part for
describe some who has bad face and bad attitude, usually these words always combine with swear words in body terms

(Taken from post in facebook’s wall)

4.1.1.4. The Swear Words in “Sexual Irregularities Terms”

The terms related to sexual irregularities (the person does not have permanent partner for sexual intercourse), which explain that the person likes to change a sex partner. The writer found out that the word ‘lonte or kimcil’ (bitch) was only used on time in their post in facebook. The examples of the sexual irregularities terms are as follows:

(1) “Oo pasty kalah dong aku lawan kicum. Kicum kan cocotnya rusak hahah! Du takut deh sama kicumnya tadi mara” di kls! =))”
(Oo surely lose if I opponents with bitch, bitch’s mouth was broken hahah! Du I am very scared with bitch that get angry in classroom!)

(Taken from Sofiya Any Sa posted, November 15, 2013 at 10:20 AM)

The first example we can see that the female facebookers use “kicum” word, kicum is someone who have many boyfriends and not have permanent partner for sexual intercourse, but kicum still young and teen. kicum also word to describe someone who have bad moral or bad attitude. This example, she uses “kicum” word because she wants to provoke her class friend. She combine the
sexual irregularities terms with body terms, it can be seen from her post, she write “kimcil” word and she combine with “cocot” words.

(2)“Heh c*k!
Aku males berurusan mbek kon maneh !
Gak penting c*k ngeladennikimcil kyok kon !
Diomongi apik malah nyolot c*k !
Dasarmulutrusak !”
(He fuck! I so lazy have affair with you again! No important serve bitch like you! Was told well, even get angry, fuck! Broken mouth!)

(Taken from Sofia Any Sa posted, Mei 15, 2013 at 03:16 PM)

The second example still from sofiafacebook, she still use ‘kimcil’ word to mock her friend, same with the first example she combine this terms with body terms, but in this second example she also combine with copulative terms, so in this second example she combine sexual irregularities with two other terms. It can be seen from her post, she write “kimcil” word combine with “mulut” word and combine again with “c*k” word.

(Taken from post in facebook’s wall)

Some female facebookers used ‘Kimcil’ in their post, kimcil is a young female who does not have permanent partners, and this word is a part of swear words in sexual irregularities. From two example we can see that female facebooker use ‘kimcil’ to mock someone who has bad moral, the first example the female
facebookers just combine the sexual irregularities with body terms, but different with the second example we can see that the female facebookers can be combine the sexual irregularities with two other terms, such as body term and copulative term.

4.1.1.5. Swear Words in “Animal Terms”

The terms related to behavior of animal. The writer found out that the word ‘bajingan’ (bastard), ‘asu’ (dog), ‘ketek’ (monkey), ‘celeng’ (pig). In American or English is not used as a swear word. However, in Indonesia especially in Javanese language, the word ‘asu’ (dog) is popularity used by the people as the swear word to express something. These words are also used as expression rather than the real meaning of these words. These words are also used as expression rather than the real meaning of these words. Some examples of the animal terms are as follows:

(1)“Matiokon !Asuyawww :G
(You are dead! Dog)
(Taken from AnisaRahmanda posted, March 15, 2014 at 09:00 PM)

The first example from Anisa’s posted we can see that the female facebookers use “Asu” word, ‘asu’ is kind of animal, in English swear word ‘asu’ or ‘dog’ not kind of swear word, but in Javanese swear word ‘asu’ or ‘dog’ divide of swear word if the speaker use ‘asu’ word when the speaker has strong emotion,
sometime some people use ‘asu’ word for describe someone who has bad moral or bad attitude, the female faceboobker in first example she not combine animal terms with other terms, she just use swear word of animal terms in her post.

(2)“c*kk c*k c*kk ... Lanang gangatell !! ASU !!
(Fuck, fuck, fuck, damn boy !dog !!)
(Taken from AkhuCynkDiea posted, Mei 05, 2014 at 10:12 AM)

The second example from Akhu’s posted, in this example same with the first example, the female facebookers use ‘asu’ word to show her emotion, but in the second example she combine ‘asu’ word with ‘c*k’ and ‘gatel’ word, ‘c*k’ is kind of copulative terms and ‘g*t*l’ is kind of other terms, so in this example the female facebooker combine the animal terms with two other terms.

(3) “#BANGSAT_BRENGSEK_BAJINGAN_BUSUK_COKK_K
.gaekoen!!”
(#BROCK_USELESS_BASTARD_FOUL_FUCK
.for you!!)
(Taken from Athiikz Chiieey Vyanistyy posted, Mei 23, 2014 at 3:49 PM)

The third example from Athikz’s posted we can see that in this example different with first and second example, in this example the female faceboooker use ‘bajing’ or ‘bajingan’, ‘bajing’ is name of animal, but Javanese people usually use ‘bajingan’ word
when their has strong emotion or to mock someone. ‘bajingan’ usually to describe someone who has bad moral or to call someone how has profession of robber. This post the female facebooker combine the animal terms with four other terms.

(4) “Di blokir!!, gaisokng’like!! Asuu !!”
(On the block!! Cannot like!! Dog!!)
(Taken from JuwitaIkaPuspitaDewi, December 29, 2013 at 10:20 AM)

The last example about animal terms the writer take from Juwita’s post, in her post same with the first example, she use ‘asu’ word in her post, she use ‘asu’ word because she want to show her emotion, this example also not combine with other terms, she just use the animal terms.

(Taken from post in facebook’s wall)

In this term the facebookers used ‘bajingan’ and ‘asu’ in their post, ‘bajingan’ and ‘asu’ is part of name animal, some female facebookers used this word for describe someone who has bad moral and attitude, from four example we can see that sometimes the female facebooker use this word also to describe bad condition or situation. In second example we know that the female combine this word with two other term and in third example the writer find that the female combine animal terms with four other terms, but in first and fourth example the female facebooker not combine this terms.
with other terms. So, from some example above we can know that animal terms can be combine with all terns in terms of swear word.

4.1.1.6. The Swear Words in “Body Terms”

It terms related to part of body. The writer found out that the word ‘ndas’ (head), ‘lambe’ (mouth), ‘rai’ (face) is popularity used by people as the swear word to express something. These words are also used as expression rather than the real meaning of these words. Some example of body terms are as follows:

(1)“Hayo sopo seng maeng nangis? Mek gara gara dilabrak ? =))
    c*k raimu gak nduwe isin HAHA”
    (Who was cry? just because reprimanded? =)), fuckyourface
    no shame HAHA)

(Taken from Nabila Karunia posted, November 15, 2013 at 03:58 PM)

The first example from Nabila’s post, in her post we can see that she use ‘rai’ or ‘face’ word, in English word ‘rai’ or ‘face’ not kind of swear words, but this word in Javanese language or Javanese swear word include in kind of swear word, because sometime Javanese people use this word when their emotion and in Javanese language this word is kind of ngokolanguage, in this example Nabila combine the body terms with copulative terms.

(2) “Lambe lamis. C*e*t.e totok endii2”
    (Whereas mouth!, her words everywhere)
The second example from Athikz’s post, in this example different with the first example, this example the female facebooker use ‘lambe’ and ‘c*e*t’ word in her post, same with ‘rai’, ‘lambe’ also kind of ngoko language in Javanese language, but ‘c*e*t’ in Javanese language is someone who always many talking, and she/he has bad attitude, in this post athikz not combine with other term, but she use two word that include in body terms.

(3) “Lek gak gelem ikun gomong’o..gak usah koyok ngunu.. #munafik Cak raimu…
(If you didn’t want you said, not like that… #your face hypocrite!)

The third example from Amanda’s facebook, in her facebook the writer find a swear word that include in body terms, the word is ‘rai’, same with first example Amanda also use ‘rai’ in her post to show her emotion, but in her post she not combine the body terms with other terms like in first example.

(4) “Gakk koncoan ambek raimu gak patek’en aku..mentang2 wes isok orep dweaa kon saiki !! mangkel poll ambek raimu su. Asu :@”
(Not friend with your face no problem, just because you was able to live alone did you now!! I am so angry with your facedog. Dog :@)

(Taken from NungkyRatna Sari posted, November 19, 2013 at 2:30 PM)

The last example from Nungky’s facebook, this example same with first and third example, she use ‘rai’ word in her post, but in this example different with three example above, because in this example Nungky combine the body terms with the animal terms, ‘rai’ word combine with ‘asu’ word.

(Taken from post in facebook’s wall)

In this term many facebookers used ‘lambemu’ dan ‘raimu’, these words is a part of body, the facebookers used these word to describe a man who has hypocrite attitude and always lie. From four example we can know that most of people in Javanese use this terms when their emotion, in first and four example the writer find that the female facebookers combine the body terms with other terms like copulative terms and animal terms, in second and third example the writer not find the female facebookers combine this terms with other terms, but in second example the writer find that the female facebooker use two word that include in body term.
4.1.1.7. Swear Words in “Other Terms”

It seems that the word ‘gathel’ or ‘nggatheli’ (damn) also exist in post the female facebookers. In English these swear word is also popular because it’s often heard on TV or movies. Most of the female facebookers also used these words to express their feeling, and they prefed to use ‘nggatheli’ better than ‘gathel’ because the word ‘nggatheli’ is easily combined other words. ‘Gathel’ or ‘nggatheli’, ‘Jamput’, ‘Hancik’ is the other words for ‘sialan’ (damn) in Indonesia. Some of the examples are as follows:

(1)“J*mp*t*ktetmkaateaploudfogak isog2” :3 >_<
(Damn! Want to upload a photo from the last always failed)
(Taken from Athiikz Chiieey Vyanistyy posted, Mei 03, 2014 at 03:23 PM)

The first example from Athikz’sfacebook, in her facebook she use ‘J*mp*t’ word to show her felling, this word in English swear word same with ‘damn’ word, in this post Athikz just use ‘j*mp*t’ word and not combine with other word.

(2)“H*nc*k Fbku di Bajakk Pikka -_-..Awass konpekk ropekk !:p :D
(Damn! My facebook hacked by pikka, beware you pekkropekk!)
(Take from AkhuCynkDiea posted, April 08, 2014 at 07:49 PM)

The second example from Akhu’s Facebook, in this example we can see that Akhu use ‘h*nc*k’ word, this word also
same with ‘damn’ word in English swear word, she use this word for
jokes with her friend, she not angry or mock her friend. This post
also not combine with other terms, she just use this word in her post.

(3)“Ndenggaadolen a ngkok ?”
(Crazy, did not go to play later?)
(Taken from Viiena Ciie Endhel pholephel Clalucyang diia
posted, November 22, 2013 at 04:52 PM)

The last example from Viena’s facebook, in this example
we can see that this post different with two example above, this
example Viena use ‘ndeng’ word in her post, she use this word to
call her friend more friendly, she not angry with her friend or mock
her friend, the similar this example with two example above is the
facebooks not combine this terms with other term.

(Taken from post in facebook’s wall)

This term many facebooks used ‘j*mp*t’, ‘h*nc*k’,
and ‘goblok’, these words are part of swearing in other word, usually
the facebooks used these words for show that their very angry and
disappointed. From first, second and third example above we know
that the example has the similar, the similar is the female
facebooks just use this word when she angry, joke, or call her
friend, she not combine this terms with other terms.
4.1.2. Some Purpose in the use of Swear Words

There are various kinds of purposes in swearing, and it depends on how they use the swear words. According to Liedlich (1973: ), the writer has made a list of the purpose that may occur in the Javanese female facebookers post in facebook such as creating attraction, discrediting, provoking violent confrontation, also Terms of endearment.

4.1.2.1. Creating Attention

The first purpose in using the swear words is to create attention. “Gaining attention by using strong, passionate language whose connotations evokes an immediate emotional response in the listener” (Liedlich, 1973: 109). In this situation, the female facebookers used these swear words in their post in facebook to get much attention from other facebookers. Some examples of the purpose “Creating attention” are as follows:

(1) “J*mp*t kett mau kate aploud foto gak isog2”
   (Damn, want to upload a photo from last always failed)

   In this situation, the writer read and describes her post that used swear word ‘j*mp*t’, because she always failed to upload a photo. So, the writer assumed, she used swear word to crate attention, because she use swear word to give attention to other facebookers.
(2) “Corr paling males legk di tinggal nang umah iku -_-.
wez gak dolen tambah di tinggali truz :( :
(Fuck, very lazy if be left at home alone, It doesn’t play, but always left at home alone)

In this situation, the writer describe that she used swear word ‘cor’, because she always left at home alone. So, the write assumed she used swear word to create attention if she always left at home alone.

(3) “H*nc*k Fb.ku di Bajakk Pikka -_-..Awass kon pekk ropekk
!:p :D
(Damn! My facebook hacked by pikka, beware you pekkropekk!)

In this situation, the writer describe that purpose of the facebookers make this post and she used swear word ‘Hancik’, because she want to create attention that her facebook was hacked with her friend.

4.1.2.2 Discrediting

Discredit can happen when people who use swear words to express their disbelief about many things in reality which they assumed were not suitable with public opinion. As a result, a person who likes to use swear words to discredit certain person. Or institution is considered “breaking the rules”. They usually discredit other people’s characteristics, attitude and also their behaviors. Some examples of the purpose “Discrediting” are as follows:
(1) “Oo pasty kalah dong aku lawan kimcil. Kimcil kann c*c*t nya rusak hahah! Du takut deh sama kimcilnya tadi mara” di kls ! =))”

(Oo surely lose if I opponents with bitch, bitch’s mouth was broken hahah! Du I am very scared with bitch that get angry in classroom!)

In this situation, the writer describe that the facebookers used *kimcil* in her post to discrediting her friend how has bad moral or bad attitude and from her status she also angry with her friend.

(2) “Hayo sopo seng maeng nangis? Mek gara gara dilabrak ? =))
c*krainu gak nduwe isin HAHA’’

(Who was cry? just because reprimanded? =)), **fuck your face** no shame HAHA)

In this situation, the writer describe that the facebookers make this post and used ‘c*k raimu’ because she want to discrediting her friend who crying, and she very hate with her friend, so she make this post for discrediting her friend.

4.1.2.3 Provoking Violent Confrontation

The third purpose in using the swear words is to provoke violent confrontation. In this section, many female facebookers used this purpose in their post. In fact, they only used the swear words to draw attention, to discredit someone or something, and to express endearment to someone. Some example of the purposes “Provoking Violent confrontation” are as follow:
(1) “Tuek goblok kon iku c#$k”

(*Older stupid!*)

In this situation, the writer describe that the purpose of the facebooker make this post and used this word, because she want to provoking her friend, she want to make her friend angry, so she post this words in her friend’s wall.

### 4.1.2.4 Express the Emotion

The fourth purpose in using the swear words is to express the emotion, in this section, many female facebookers used this purpose in their post. In fact, they used the swear words to express their emotion, for example angry, disappointed or sad. Some examples of the purpose “Express the emotion” are as follow:

#### a. Angry:

(1) “c#$k dolor GATEL.A koen ikuw teko” nge plak ndas kku..

#aassssuuuuuuiiii>_<>_<”

(*Fuck, you are the damn brother, came suddenly hit my head...* 

#doooggg>_<>_<)

In this situation, the writer describe that purpose of the facebooker make this post and used “Cok” and “Gatel” words is to show her felling, she very angry with her brother, because her brother suddenly hit her head.
(2) “Wezst **ibliss**… orep sisan!!, Nek ngilok’no angger njeplak ae … Munafikk Raimuu Suh! #ibliss_orep!”
(Devil!, still live, if mock always direct open the mouth, hypocrite your face dog! #Devil_live!)

In this situation, the writer describe that the facebookers make this post and used “**iblis**” swear words in her post, because she very angry with someone how has bad moral and bad attitude, and she also angry because she dislike with someone who has hypocrite attitude.

(3) “**Raiimu** nyangkem ae c*ka*!!”
(Your face many talk fuck!!)

In this situation, the writer can describe that the purpose of the facebookers make this post and used “Raimu” and “c*ka*” words, because she want to show that she very angry with someone who always many talk.

(4) “Heh c*ka*!
Aku males barurusan mbek kon maneh !
Gak penting cosm ngeladeni **kimcil** kyok kon !
Di omongi apik malah nyolot c*ka* !
Dasar mulut rusak !”
(He fuck! I so lazy have affair with you again!
No important serve bitch like you!
Was told well, even get angry, fuck!
Broken mouth!)

From this posted the writer can describe that the facebooker make this post and used “**kimcil**”, because she very angry
with someone who has bad attitude and many talk. She also angry with her friend who has many boyfriends.

(5) “#BANGSAT_BRENGSEK_B*J*NG*NBUSUK_C*K .gaekoen!!”
(#BROCK_USELESS_BASTARD_FOUL_FUCK)

In this situation, the writer describe that the facebooker make this post and used swear words, because she very angry and hate with someone.

(6) “Masio gak mbok silihi, aQ gag ngara matii c*k!!”
(Although I don’t borrow, I am not dead fuck!!)

In this situation, the writer describe that purpose of the facebokers make this post and used swear words, because she very angry her friend who doesn’t want to lend something to her, and she also want to create attention to her friend that she will fine although her friend not lend anything to her.

b. Disappointed:

(1) “Gakk koncoan ambek raimu gak patek’en aku..mentang2 wes isok orep dweaa kon saiki !! mangkel poll ambekaimu su. Asu :@”
(Not friend with your face no problem, just because you was able to live alone did you now!! I am so angry with your facedog. Dog :@)
In this situation, the writer can describe that purpose of the facebookers make this post and used swear word, because she very disappointed with her friend who has arrogant attitude.

(2) “Gagk Lanang2an, gagk Taek2an, Gagk mboh2an! ,gawe opo meker Lananga’an NgGaraii sUmpekk!”
(Don’t thing about boyfriend, shit!, what for thinking boyfriend if just make depression)

This situation, the write can describe that the purposes of the facebookers write this post and make swear words in her post, because she very disappointed with her boyfriend.

(3) “Yo ngene iki ?paling gak sueneng aku !! Tuku pulsa gak melbu melbu, Asuu !!
(As with most of this I do not like, I buy a pulse but until now have not entered, Dog !!)

In this situation, purpose of the facebookers make this post and used swear word in her post because she buy a pulse but the operator still error. In this situation she also wants to create attention that she has a problem with an operator with other facebookers.

(4) “Sudah saya duga.. ternyata hati tak prnah bohong.. entenono ae karma mu.. kudu tak pateni ae raimu c*k!!”
(I thought so, it turns out hearts never lie, just wait for your karma, I want to kill your face so bad, fuck!!)

In this situation, the writer assume that purpose of the facebookers used swear words because she very disappointed with
someone, she felt very cheated someone, so she want other facebookers know that she very disappointed and angry.

(5) “wong tuo g*t*L.ac*k kyok ngunuiku ?? >,< isok.e kok pilih kasih !! aqu iki yho podo anak mu cok..

(Fucking parents, you are partial parents!! I am your child.)

In this situation, the writer assume that purpose of the facebookers used swear words because she very disappointed with her parent. So, she wants other facebookers know that she very disappointed and angry.

c. For a Jokes

(1) “arek kok ngangeno :p metolo tak sawat raimu iku:p

(You are so make me miss, make me want to hit your face)

In this situation, the writer describe that the purpose she use swear words just for a jokes with her boyfriend, she want to express her felling that she very miss with her boyfriend, but another purpose, she also want to create attention to her boyfriend and other facebookers that she miss with her boyfriend.

(2) “cangkem mu gak tau di tapok ta*k ta a heh ? :p nek ngmong kq angger njeplak ae.. Cngkemn ganggor yo iku !ckckckckck ;)”

(I never hit your mouth, don’t provided when talking, it is idle mouth)

In this situation, the writer describe that the purpose she use swear words just for a jokes with someone, the writer can
describe that this just a joke, because there is “ckckckck”, ‘ckckckck’ its mean if she laugh, so she used swear words just for a joke.

(3) “Gak di anggep konco shbat mane ambkarek J*ne*k iku babahno mill. Gak usah d pker arek kyk tmbelek kucingae kok :v Tenangae. Awak mu melbu glngan ku yo gpopo kok :)”

In this situation, the writer describe that the purpose she use swear words just for a jokes with someone, the writer can describe that this just a joke, because there is a symbol of smile. So, she used swear words just for a joke.

(4) “Nek takpker’. Kon iku ancen. NGG*TELI :v ckckckck

(If I think, you are Damn ;Vckckckck)

In this situation, the writer describe that the purpose she use swear words just for a jokes with someone, the writer can describe that this just a joke, because there is “ckckckck”, ‘ckckckck’ its mean if she laugh, so she used swear words just for a joke.

4.1.2.5 Term of Endearment

The purpose of using the swear word is to express endearment to someone. In this case, people often use the swear words to call their friends more friendly, without causing any anger, so they use the swear words no to insult, to curse, to mock, and to
offend their friends. Because by using swear words, their relation. Some example of the purpose “Term of Endearment” are as follows:

(1) “Ndengg gaadolen a ngkok?”

(Crazy, did not go to play later?)

In this situation, the writer find a purpose of the facebookers from her post, she used swear word “ndeng” to term of endearment, she used this word to call her friend, without anger or mock her friend.

(2) “Tfl tel !!Jempol mu kececeran nang pemberitahuan qw”

(Tfl damn!! Your thumb many in my wall)

In this situation, the writer find a purpose of the facebookers from her post, she used swear word “tell” to term of endearment, she used this word to call her friend, without anger or mock her friend.

4.1.2.6 No Purpose or Habit

Usually, people uses swear words have purposes (Creating attention, Discrediting, Provoking violent, express an emotion, term of endearment). But some people uses swear words without purpose and usually swear word has become their habit in daily life conversations with other people. Some examples of the purpose “No purpose and habit” are as follows:
(1) “eek! Lampu mati!!

(Shit! Lamp is turn off!!)

In this case, the writer assumed that the facebookers does not have purpose and she always used swear word when she get together with her friends.

(2) “e*k… aassssuuuuuu.uuuuuu._<>_<

(Fuck…. Dog>_<<>_<)

In this situation, the writer describe that thefacebooker used swear words ‘e*k’ and ‘asu’, because she often used these swear words in her conversation, so she use these swear words without any purposes or her habit.

(3) “Jangkrek gopoo dewe aku ndelok wong* iku _._“

(“Cricket looks at this person’s make me panic)

In this situation, the writer describe that thefacebooker used swear words ‘Jangkrek’, because she often used these swear words when she look something or when she communicated with her friends, so she use these swear words without any purpose or her habit.

(4) “Yawoh rasane nguontok puol, kudu merem ae. Kepengen ndang moleh cik-_pure_!!”
(God, I am so sleepy, I want to sleeping, I want to go home.

**damn -_-“!”**)

In this situation, the writer found that the facebooker used swear words “Jancik” or “cik”, because she often used these swear words when she fell something and sometime she used these words to communicated with her friends. So, she used these swear words without any purpose or her habit.

(5) “C*k orepp’akon ?”

(Fuck, still life you are ?)

In this situation, the writer found that the facebooker used swear words ‘c*k’, because she often used these swear words in their conversation with their friends. So, she used these swear words without any purpose or her habit.

### 4.2 Discussion

From the data finding, the writer find the category of Javanese swear words, from the data the writer understand that some facebookers combine the terms with other terms, from the data the writer also find the some purpose of facebookers use Javanese swear words on their post in facebook, many facebookers use Javanese swear words without purpose or their habit. From the purpose the writer realized that all of the Javanese swear words in the post of the facebookers were used as expressions of their feelings towards something (someone or action) and also used to call their friends. Especially
with the situation where they call their friends with swear words, they make their relationship between them come closer and closer. The writer understands that this phenomenon of swearing is not always in negative ways, but also in positive ways in their social life in facebook where they have interactions with their friends and many people.

The religion of Islam forbids a woman roughly speaking, let alone wearing cursing or swears words for use as a daily communication, is evidenced by the presence of some hadiths in Al-Hadith. Among these are the following hadith:

*From Ibn Mas'ud Radiyallahu'anhu he said: "The believer is not a person who likes to criticize, who like cursing, which behave evil, and the filthy-tongued."*

Of the Prophet Muhammad said:

"*Indeed a servant speak with a sentence that brings the pleasure of Allah, and he does not realize it, but God raised him a few degrees. And indeed a servant speak with a sentence that brought the wrath of God, and he does not care about it, but he plunges her into Hell Hell"*(Hadith Bukhari). So, every woman should keep her attitude and not used bad words to communication with other people.

Moral value from this thesis and the Hadist is we as a Muslim is supposed to keep each of our behavior, including our words, we as women should not speak words that are not polite to communicate with other
people, even if it's just for a joke. That in fact, our behavior and our words that we will be accountable someday in front of our God.